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SUMMARY Hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) is an essential technology that efficiently reduces the transmission error rate. However, for ultra-reliable low latency communications (URLLC) in the 5th generation mobile communication systems and beyond, the increase in latency due to retransmission must be minimized in HARQ. In this paper, we propose a highly-efficient low-latency HARQ method built on non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) for URLLC while minimizing the performance loss for coexisting services (use cases) such as enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB). The proposed method can be seen as an extension of the conventional link-level non-orthogonal HARQ, which are decoding error under poor channel conditions and an increase in transmission delay due to restrictions in retransmission timing. In the proposed method, delay-sensitive URLLC packets are preferentially multiplexed with best-effort eMBB packets in the same channel using superposition coding to reduce the transmission latency of the URLLC packet while alleviating the throughput loss in eMBB. This is achieved using a weighted channel-aware resource allocator (scheduler). The inter-packet interference multiplexed in the same channel is removed using a successive interference canceller (SIC) at the receiver. Furthermore, the transmission rates for the initial transmission and retransmission are controlled in an appropriate manner for each service in order to deal with decoding errors caused by error in transmission rate control originating from a time varying channel. We show that the proposed method significantly improves the overall performance of a system that simultaneously provides eMBB and URLLC services.
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1. Introduction

In contrast to fourth-generation systems such as the Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced [1], [2] where the primary service offered is mobile broadband, the fifth-generation New Radio (5G NR) system [3] and beyond [4] are expected to support a wider range of wireless communication services (use cases) such as massive machine-type communications (mMTC), ultra-reliable low latency communications (URLLC), and enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB). This paper focuses on the downlink cellular system in which eMBB and URLLC coexist and investigates a method for improving the low error rate and low transmission latency characteristics of URLLC while suppressing the deterioration in the system throughput for eMBB.

The hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) protocol [5] using error detection coding and powerful error correction coding such as the turbo code and low density parity check (LDPC) code efficiently achieves low error-rate transmission. Therefore, the effective use of HARQ is promising in efficiently achieving the low error rate of URLLC. However, increased transmission latency when packet retransmission is conducted must be addressed for URLLC. As an approach to address this problem, members of our research group reported on a low latency HARQ method that uses channel state information (CSI) prior to channel decoding [6]–[8]. This method mitigates the increased transmission latency by requesting early retransmission before the channel decoding process is completed based on the CSI obtained prior to channel decoding.

On the other hand, a non-orthogonal HARQ method in which the retransmission packet and the subsequent initial packet are non-orthogonally multiplexed in the same channel based on superposition coding is reported in [9]–[11]. This method reduces the bandwidth loss (throughput loss) associated with retransmission compared to that for the conventional orthogonal HARQ that allocates an exclusive channel (time-frequency slot) to the retransmission packet. Furthermore, assuming URLLC, non-orthogonal HARQ reduces the transmission latency since retransmission does not incur a transmission delay for the subsequent packet [10]–[12]. We note that applying non-orthogonal HARQ using superposition coding to the low latency HARQ method that uses CSI prior to channel decoding is investigated in [8].

However, non-orthogonal HARQ using superposition coding causes interference between superposition-coded packets. On the receiver side, this inter-packet interference is suppressed using a successive interference canceller (SIC) [10], [11]. Originally, HARQ is a link-level data transmission protocol, and so the HARQ protocol is defined between one pair of transmitter and receiver. This also holds true for the non-orthogonal HARQ reported in [9]–[12]. Therefore, the retransmission packet of some terminal is non-orthogonally multiplexed with the next packet for initial transmission of that terminal in the same channel. In this case however, when non-orthogonal HARQ is applied to a user terminal experiencing poor instantaneous channel conditions, the inter-packet interference canceling process us-
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ing the SIC does not work well and the throughput may deteriorate. Non-orthogonal HARQ within a pair of transmitter and receiver, thus the link-level non-orthogonal HARQ, also limits the timing of retransmission. This makes it difficult to suppress the increase in transmission delay time associated with retransmissions.

To mitigate this problem and apply non-orthogonal HARQ to achieve a low error rate and low latency in URLLC in an efficient manner, we propose extending the link-level non-orthogonal HARQ in [9]–[12] to the system-level one. In cellular systems, a base station associates with multiple user terminals in a cell, and packets of different terminals are multiplexed based on scheduling within the framework of multiple access defined in the system. Therefore, when non-orthogonal HARQ using superposition coding is applied to a cellular system using non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) with a SIC [13], [14] as the multiple access scheme, retransmission packets can be non-orthogonally multiplexed with the packets of other terminals. The proposed non-orthogonal HARQ built on NOMA enables more effective use of non-orthogonal HARQ at the system level. As known from the theory of NOMA with a SIC [13], its effect can be greatly enhanced by non-orthogonal multiplexing of packets of user terminals under appropriately different channel states. Extending this idea, non-orthogonal multiplexing of retransmission packets and packets of other terminals in appropriately different channel states in terms of the SIC process within the same channel reduces the non-orthogonal HARQ problem at the link level and provides highly-efficient low-latency transmission for URLLC. In the proposed NOMA-based highly-efficient low-latency HARQ method, the radio resource allocation, including bandwidth and power allocation to selected terminals for non-orthogonal multiplexing, and the transmission rate control are key issues. This paper is a particularly detailed study of this point. There are many reports investigating system-level resource allocation and the HARQ method for URLLC, e.g., in [15]–[18]. However, these reports assume orthogonal multiple access (OMA). The proposed method is based on NOMA for the purpose of effectively utilizing non-orthogonal HARQ at the system level so that the requirements for an extremely low error rate and short delay time in URLLC are satisfied while the negative impact on the eMBB performance is alleviated.

The proposed method uses channel-aware time/frequency-domain instantaneous resource allocation including scheduling that multiplexes the URLLC packet to the best-effort eMBB packet within the same time-frequency block using superposition coding. In scheduling, it is important to obtain multi-user diversity between terminals by taking into account the instantaneous channel conditions of all candidate user terminals in all services. To achieve this, the proposed resource allocation metric is a throughput-based one for multiple services, which is based on [19], with service-dependent appropriate weighting, which is based on [19], [20], so that a low error rate and low transmission latency in URLLC can be explicitly guaranteed. Furthermore, in order to suppress the decoding error at the receiver caused by the error in transmission rate control due to the outdated CSI, i.e., channel quality indicator (CQI), we propose introducing service-dependent backoff operation in the transmission rate control. With the above configuration, the error rate and transmission delay time of URLLC are improved while suppressing the deterioration in the system throughput for eMBB operated at the same time. Extensive computer simulation results quantitatively show the performance gain when using the proposed method. We note that the proposed method can be operated in conjunction with the low-latency HARQ method in [6]–[8] using CSI before channel decoding. However, this paper assumes normal HARQ in which the retransmission request is sent after channel decoding is completed to assess the basic performance of the proposed system. We also note that the contents of this paper are based on [21], but include enhanced evaluation and discussions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, Sect. 2 presents the proposed method. Section 3 shows the numerical results based on computer simulations. Finally, Sect. 4 concludes the paper.

2. Proposed Method

Since the proposed method is applied independently to each base station (cell), the control in the cell of interest is described below. It is assumed that eMBB and URLLC are operated simultaneously in the downlink in the cell of interest. The set of terminals that receive eMBB service in the cell is denoted as $\mathcal{K}_{\text{eMBB}}$. The set of terminals that receive URLLC service in the cell is denoted as $\mathcal{K}_{\text{URLLC}}$. The set of all terminals in the cell is denoted as $\mathcal{K} = \mathcal{K}_{\text{eMBB}} \cup \mathcal{K}_{\text{URLLC}}$. The set of downlink frequency blocks that is shared by eMBB and URLLC is denoted as $\mathcal{F}$.

In order to achieve ultra-high quality and a short delay at the same time in URLLC, the URLLC terminals must be prioritized in terms of the resources (bandwidth and power) allocated to the initial and retransmission packets. In addition, in order to suppress packet decoding errors at the user terminal receiver due to channel fluctuations over time, it is necessary to reduce the transmission rate to a value less than the maximum decodable rate suggested by the CQI report when determining the transmission rate. This leads to an increase in the bandwidth allocation per packet. When OMA allocates the time-frequency block orthogonally to each terminal, the bandwidth allocated to the best-effort-type eMBB is significantly limited in order to guarantee the QoS of URLLC, which causes severe throughput deterioration for eMBB.

To address this problem, in the proposed method, URLLC-prioritized resource allocation (including scheduling) is performed in conjunction with NOMA with a SIC, and eMBB packets can be multiplexed within the same time-frequency block using superposition coding to achieve a better tradeoff between ultra-high quality and a short delay in URLLC and a high throughput in eMBB. Figure 1 shows the
The proposed resource allocation metric is based on the throughput-based metric for multiple services reported in [19]. More specifically, assuming proportional fairness the throughput-based metric for multiple services reported in [19] is applied between the services of the metric in (1). Specifically, non-negative constants $\delta_{\text{eMBB}}$ and $\delta_{\text{URLLC}}$ are defined as weights to be multiplied by the metrics of the eMBB terminal and URLLC terminal, respectively. The proposed resource allocation metric is represented as

$$\lambda_f(\mathcal{U}_f, \mathcal{P}_f; t) = \sum_{k \in \mathcal{K}} \frac{\delta_{\text{eMBB}} r_{k,f}^{\text{TX}}(\mathcal{U}_f, \mathcal{P}_f; t) |\mathcal{K}_f| R_k(t-1)}{|\mathcal{K}_f| R_k(t-1)}.$$  

(2)

By setting $\delta_{\text{URLLC}}$ greater than $\delta_{\text{eMBB}}$, the allocation of radio resources to URLLC terminals is prioritized. However, since the transmission rate, $r_{k,f}^{\text{TX}}(\mathcal{U}_f, \mathcal{P}_f; t)$, depends on the instantaneous channel, the metric in (2) that takes this into consideration can obtain multi-user diversity gain across services, and in particular contributes to an increase in the system throughput for eMBB. In this paper, power distribution $\mathcal{P}_f$ between non-orthogonally multiplexed terminals is determined based on the fixed power allocation method in [22], and frequency block $f$ is assigned to terminal set $\mathcal{U}_f$ that maximizes the metric in (2).

Let $g_k(f)$ be the instantaneous channel gain normalized by the noise power including the inter-cell interference power at frequency block $f$ of terminal $k$ at time $t$. The set of terminals to which frequency block $f$ is assigned by the scheduler is denoted as $\mathcal{U}_f(t) \subseteq \mathcal{K}$. Here, $|\mathcal{K}_f(t)| = 1$ in OMA and $|\mathcal{U}_f(t)| \geq 1$ in NOMA. The transmission power assigned to terminal $k \in \mathcal{U}_f(t)$ is denoted as $p_{k,f}(t) \in \mathcal{P}_f(t)$.

A SIC is implemented in terminal receiver $k$ to remove the inter-terminal interference from the signal to terminal $j \neq k, j \in \mathcal{U}_f(t)$, depending on $g_k(f)$ and $g_j(f)$. The terminal order of decoding in the SIC is in the order of the normalized channel gain, $g_k(f)$ [13]. Thus, terminal $k$ removes the inter-terminal interference from terminal $j$ whose $g_j(f)$ is lower than $g_k(f)$. The maximum transmission rate that terminal $k$ can correctly decode at frequency block $f$ at time $t$ for given $\mathcal{U}_f(t)$ and $\mathcal{P}_f(t)$, $r_{k,f}^{\text{DEAL}}(\mathcal{U}_f(t), \mathcal{P}_f(t); t)$, is represented as

$$r_{k,f}^{\text{DEAL}}(\mathcal{U}_f(t), \mathcal{P}_f(t); t) = \begin{cases} W \log_2 \left(1 + \frac{\sum_{g_k(f) \in \mathcal{P}_f(t)} g_k(f) p_{k,f}(t)}{\sum_{g_j(f) \in \mathcal{P}_f(t)} g_j(f) p_{j,f}(t) + 1} \right), & k \in \mathcal{U}_f(t), \\ 0, & k \notin \mathcal{U}_f(t) \end{cases}$$

(3)

where $W$ is the bandwidth of the frequency block.

However, the actual transmission rate, $r_{k,f}^{\text{TX}}(\mathcal{U}_f(t), \mathcal{P}_f(t); t)$, is determined based on the CQI report, $\tilde{g}_k(f)$, which contains error from $g_k(f)$ due to the CQI measurement error caused by the noise-plus-interference and CQI reporting delay time in a time-varying channel. If we consider only the initial transmission, the instantaneous throughput of user terminal $k$ at time $t$, $r_k(t)$, becomes
Thus, if the sum of the transmission rate, $r^\text{TX}(U_f(t), P_f(t); t)$, among all frequency blocks is greater than that of the correctly-decodable maximum rate, $r^\text{IDEAL}(U_f(t), P_f(t); t)$, terminal $k$ fails to decode the received packet and the throughput becomes zero.

To address this problem, we consider reducing the probability of the decoding error by reducing the transmission rate in advance. Here, the effects of decoding errors can differ between eMBB, where decoding error is mainly observed as throughput loss, and URLLC, where decoding error affects the transmission delay time and error rate. Therefore, in the proposed method, the transmission rate, $r^\text{TX}(U_f(t), P_f(t); t)$, is defined as

$$
r^\text{TX}(U_f(t), P_f(t); t) = \begin{cases} 
W \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{\alpha_k \tilde{g}_{k,f}(t)p_{k,f}(t)}{\sum_{j \in U_f(t)} \tilde{g}_{k,j}(t)p_{k,j}(t) + 1} \right), & k \in U_f(t) \\
0, & k \notin U_f(t)
\end{cases}
$$

By multiplying the predicted value of the signal-to-noise plus interference ratio (SINR) after SIC processing based on the CQI by a service-specific constant, $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$ or $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$, where $0 \leq \alpha_{\text{eMBB}} < 1$, $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}} < 1$, the transmission rate is intentionally reduced. As a result, the occurrence of packet decoding errors due to CQI error caused by, e.g., the time fluctuation of the channel can be suppressed. So, the increase in the transmission delay time due to retransmission occurrence can also be reduced. The proposed method assumes that $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ is set lower than $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$. This suppresses the occurrence of URLLC packet decoding errors during initial transmission, and aims to achieve both a low error rate and low transmission latency at a high level. In the proposed method, URLLC-prioritized resource allocation is performed using NOMA, and eMBB packets can be multiplexed within the same channel by superposition coding. Therefore, the adverse effects on the bandwidth allocation to eMBB due to such a safe-side transmission rate control in URLLC can be alleviated.

The operation at retransmission in the proposed method is described below. Suppose that a decoding error occurs in the initial transmission packet at time $t_0$ of a certain terminal $k$. The transmission rate of this initial packet is $r^\text{TX}(t_0) = \sum_{f \in F} r^\text{TX}_k(U_f(t_0), P_f(t_0); t_0)$. Packet retransmission is performed at $t > t_0$, as a result of the resource allocation process for a retransmitted packet for terminal $k$ based on the metric in (2). The resource allocation process for the retransmitted packet is basically the same as that for the initial packet. However, the transmission rate at retransmission, $r^\text{TX}(t) = \sum_{f \in F} r^\text{TX}_k(U_f(t), P_f(t); t)$, is kept the same as $r^\text{TX}(t_0)$. Assuming that an appropriate packet combining based on incremental redundancy is conducted among retransmitted packets at the terminal receiver, the throughput of terminal $k$ after a total of $N$ retransmissions that have been performed at $t_1, \ldots, t_N$ is represented as

$$
r_k(t_N) = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{n=0}^{N} \sum_{f \in F} r^\text{TX}_k(U_f(t_n), P_f(t_n); t_n), & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

### 3. Numerical Results

The system-level performance of the proposed method in a cellular environment is evaluated based on computer simulations. Table 1 gives the major simulation parameters. These parameters are based on 5G NR [3]. We assume orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) with a 60-kHz subcarrier spacing as the basic signal transmission scheme on which NOMA is actualized based on superposition coding. We assume a 36-MHz system bandwidth with $|F| = 50$ frequency blocks (resource blocks). The bandwidth, $W$, of the frequency block is 720 kHz, which comprises 12 consecutive subcarriers. Universal frequency reuse is assumed among cells. We assume that there are eMBB and URLLC terminals that are multiplexed within the system bandwidth. The base stations and terminals of each service are placed in random locations within a wrap-around 5×5-square kilometer system coverage area based on the Poisson point process (PPP). The node densities of the base stations and termi-
nals receiving eMBB are set to 1 and 40 per square kilometer, respectively. The node density of the terminals receiving URLLC, $D_{\text{URLLC}}$ per square kilometer, is parameterized. The base station transmission power level is 46 dBm. As the propagation model, distance dependent path loss with the decay factor of 3.76 assuming the carrier frequency of 2 GHz; lognormally distributed random shadowing with the standard deviation of 8 dB and inter-site correlation of 0.5; and 6-path Rayleigh fading with the maximum Doppler frequency of 5.55 Hz and the rms delay spread of 1 $\mu$s are assumed. The receiver noise power density of the terminal including a noise figure is set to $-165$ dBm/Hz.

The resource allocation (scheduling and power allocation) interval that equals the packet length is set to 0.25 ms. The maximum number of non-orthogonally multiplexed terminals per frequency block is set to two in the proposed method, which should be sufficient to obtain the most from the potential gain of NOMA based on [13] and [22]. However, the proposed method includes OMA, and if $|U_f(t)|$ is set to one based on the evaluation results of (2), this means that frequency block $f$ is operated by OMA at time $t$. When NOMA is applied, the fixed power allocation method [22] is used to allocate 80% of the power to terminals experiencing poor channel conditions and the remaining 20% of the power is allocated to terminals experiencing good channel conditions. We also evaluate the case where only OMA is used for comparison. The minimum retransmission interval is 1 ms [3]. The reporting delay of CQI, which is used for transmission rate control, is set to 10 ms.

The traffic model of the eMBB terminal is a full buffer, and the 100-ms average terminal throughput is measured. The system throughput defined by the geometric mean terminal throughput, which corresponds to the proportional fair criterion, is used as the main performance measure of eMBB. On the other hand, we assume that fixed 1,000 information bits are generated every 10 ms to be transmitted to the respective URLLC terminals. We also assume that the information bits that have not been transmitted correctly are discarded 10 ms after the occurrence. The main performance measures for URLLC are the transmission delay time for the correct decoding of a 1,000-bit URLLC payload, and the outage probability of the correct decoding of the 1,000-bit URLLC payload during the required transmission delay time. Parameter $\delta_{\text{eMBB}}$ in the proposed method is fixed at 1.0, and $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$, $\delta_{\text{URLLC}}$, and $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ are evaluated as parameters.

Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of the average throughput of eMBB terminals with $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$ as a parameter. Figure 3 shows the system throughput for eMBB as a function of $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$. In these evaluations, an environment where only eMBB user terminals exist with the density of 60 per square kilometer is assumed. The average throughput distribution of eMBB terminals improves when $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$ is set to less than one. This is because the decoding error caused by the excessively high transmission rate due to the CQI error can be reduced. However, if $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$ is set excessively low, the spectrum efficiency becomes too low and the throughput deteriorates. From Figs. 2 and 3, $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$ of 0.7 is the best under the assumed simulation conditions, so in the subsequent evaluations, $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$ is set to 0.7.

Figure 4 shows the average delay time for URLLC as a function of $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$. The transmission delay time is defined as the time required to complete correct decoding of all the 1,000-bit URLLC payloads during each 10-ms time interval. The average transmission delay time is calculated for the case where 1,000 information bits could be transmitted correctly within 10 ms. Figure 5 shows the system throughput for eMBB as a function of $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$. In Figs. 4 and 5,
Fig. 5 System throughput for eMBB as a function of $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$.

$D_{\text{URLLC}}$ is 20 and $\delta_{\text{URLLC}}$ is set to 30. The proposed NOMA and conventional OMA methods are tested.

Figure 4 shows that the average transmission delay time of URLLC is minimized when $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ is set to 0.4. The average delay time for URLLC is very similar between NOMA and OMA. The increase in the transmission delay time when using an $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ value greater than 0.4 is due to frequent packet retransmissions. This is a result of an excessively high transmission rate due to CQI errors. The incidence of this phenomenon is not different between NOMA and OMA, which may be one reason for nearly the same average delay time for NOMA and OMA. The increase in the transmission delay time when using an $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ value of less than 0.4 is due to the decrease in the number of information bits that can be transmitted per resource allocation interval of 0.25 ms. This increase in delay time is significant for the URLLC user terminal experiencing very poor channel conditions, and 1000 bits cannot be sent even if the entire system bandwidth is allocated to that terminal. Such user terminals experiencing poor channel conditions are allocated high transmission power in NOMA, while the interference from non-orthogonally multiplexed packets of user terminals near the base station cannot be removed by the SIC (this is because the decoding order of the SIC is in the order of user terminals experiencing poor channel conditions). However, for user terminals experiencing very poor channel conditions, the received signal power from the serving base station is low, while the inter-cell interference power is very high, so the effect of interference power from the serving base station due to non-orthogonal packet multiplexing in NOMA is very small. Based on the reasons above, the average transmission delay time for URLLC when the proposed NOMA is used is almost the same as that for OMA.

Figure 5 shows that the system throughput for eMBB is increased using the proposed NOMA method compared to that using OMA. The proposed NOMA method allows prioritized resource allocation to URLLC and achieves the same low transmission latency characteristics as OMA, while the allocated bandwidth to eMBB is increased through non-orthogonal multiplexing. The cost is inter-packet interference caused by non-orthogonal multiplexing. However, this can be effectively suppressed using the SIC. Serving the effect of $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ on the system throughput for eMBB, the use of an excessively low $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ along with the URLLC-prioritized resource allocation using $\delta_{\text{URLLC}}$ of 30 results in system throughput degradation for eMBB since the bandwidth allocation to eMBB terminals is severely limited. On the other hand, when $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ is set excessively high, the bandwidth allocated to URLLC will eventually increase due to the frequent occurrence of retransmission, leading to slight deterioration in the system throughput for eMBB. Considering comprehensively the average transmission delay time of URLLC and the system throughput of eMBB from Figs. 4 and 5, the $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ of approximately 0.4 is an appropriate choice under the assumed simulation conditions.

Figures 6 and 7 show the average transmission delay time for URLLC and the system throughput for eMBB as a function of $\delta_{\text{URLLC}}$, respectively. Density $D_{\text{URLLC}}$ is set to 20, and $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ and $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$ are set to 0.4 and 0.7, respectively. Increasing $\delta_{\text{URLLC}}$ from 1.0 promotes preferential resource allocation to URLLC significantly reducing the average transmission delay time for URLLC at the expense of a slight decrease in the eMBB system throughput.

Figures 8 and 9 show the average transmission delay time for URLLC and the system throughput for eMBB as a function of $D_{\text{URLLC}}$, respectively. Parameters $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ and $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$ are set to 0.4 and 0.7, respectively. From these figures, we can see that the proposed method suppresses the in-
crease in transmission delay time for URLLC when $D_{\text{URLLC}}$ is increased at the cost of a slight deterioration in the system throughput for eMBB.

Figure 10 shows the outage probability that a 1,000-bit URLLC payload transmission cannot be completed for the required transmission delay time of URLLC, which is indicated on the horizontal axis. Here, $D_{\text{URLLC}}$ is set to 20, and $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ and $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$ are set to 0.4 and 0.7, respectively. In the proposed method using NOMA, by setting $\delta_{\text{URLLC}}$ to 30, a very low URLLC outage probability is achieved, while the system throughput of eMBB is significantly increased compared to OMA as shown in Figs. 5 and 7.

In the performance evaluation in the paper, the system bandwidth is fixed at 36 MHz. We note that in the preliminary work in [21], the evaluation of the proposed method assuming a 9-MHz system bandwidth is shown. From the evaluation, we find that the optimal $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ is decreased as the system bandwidth increases. This is because the demerit of using an excessively low $\alpha_{\text{URLLC}}$ in terms of the transmission delay time of URLLC is alleviated with a wider system bandwidth. Meanwhile, the optimal $\alpha_{\text{eMBB}}$ and $\delta_{\text{URLLC}}$ do not appear to be largely dependent on the system bandwidth.

As with many LTE and NR parameters, it is difficult to derive the optimal parameters of the proposed method analytically, so it is expected to be set experimentally in the real system. This is done utilizing simulation and other methods, which depend on operational conditions such as the system bandwidth, CQI reporting cycle, and the data size of the URLLC user terminals.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a system-level NOMA-based HARQ method that achieves ultra-high quality and low latency for URLLC while simultaneously suppressing the adverse effect on the system throughput for eMBB. The proposed method uses radio resource allocation including scheduling to multiplex the URLLC packets and best-effort eMBB packets in the same channel through superposition coding. In order to obtain multi-user diversity between terminals according to the instantaneous channel states of all terminals, we introduced a proportional fair-based resource allocation metric with service-dependent weighting considering the requirements of the respective services. By using this weighting approach, a low error rate and short transmission delay time are explicitly guaranteed. In the proposed method, the transmission rate at the initial transmission is appropriately controlled for each service in order to suppress the decoding errors caused by the excessively high transmission rate caused by the outdated CQI. Computer simulations revealed quantitatively that the proposed method improves the error rate and transmission delay time of URLLC while suppressing the deterioration in the system throughput for eMBB operated at the same time. We note that the SIC processing delay is not considered in this paper for simplicity. In practice, sequential interference cancellation may increase the decoding delay time in the SIC. To mitigate this, it is conceivable to add some scheduling restrictions to avoid the SIC process at the URLLC user terminals. This can be achieved by non-orthogonal multiplexing of the packet for URLLC user terminals with eMBB user terminals whose channel conditions are better than those for URLLC terminals. We note that, in the NOMA adopted in LTE-Advanced [24], the symbol-level complexity reduced maximum likelihood detection (R-ML) [25], which does not require decoding of other terminal signals, is used instead of the SIC.
under the assumption of QAM modulation. R-ML can provide quite comparable performance to that of the SIC [26]. With R-ML, the decoding processing time on the receiver side does not increase in NOMA and the performance gain by using the proposed method shown in the paper holds.
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